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This checklist for the administration of an estate is meant to be an aide memoire to solicitors
advising estate trustees. Estate administrations are as varied as the lives of the persons whose
estates are being administered. They range from the mundane to the stuff of Giller prize winning
novels. This checklist cannot, for that reason, be exhaustive.3
We encourage you to take this document, input it into your word processing system, and
personalize and expand it according to your experience and needs.
1.

First Interview with Client
(a)

Confirm who the client is
(i)

1

Although it may seem obvious, it is not always.

This paper is an update to the paper prepared by Clare Burns of WeirFoulds LLP and Jasmine Sweatman of
Sweatman Law Firm for the LSUC’s Practice Gems: The Administration of Estates 2013. The authors gratefully
acknowledges the assistance of Lori M. Duffy, Kimberly Whaley and Bethany Anderson in the development of this
checklist.
2
A partner at Miller Thomson LLP in the Private Client Services Group.
3
Sources used in developing this checklist include: Armstrong and Tyrrell, Estate Administration a Solicitor's
Manual, Toronto: Thomson Carswell (2007); MacGregor, Preparation of Wills and Powers of Attorney: First
Interview to Final Report, 3rd ed. Toronto: Canada Law Book Inc., (2004); Whaley, Advanced Roundtable in Estate
Law 2010, precedent retainer and reporting letters.
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(ii)

The solicitor represents the personal representative, not the estate itself or
the beneficiaries, and the solicitor should explain this to the estate trustee
in the first meeting. (Bott v. Macaulay (2005), 18 E.R.R. (3d) 15 (Ont.
S.C.J); De Los Reyes v. Timol, (2000) 31 E.T.R. (2d) 44 (Ont. S.C.J.)).

(iii)

This is particularly important should any conflict arise between the
personal representative and any other party.

(iv)

If there is more than one personal representative, the clients must be told
that the lawyer takes instructions from all of them, and if one instructs the
lawyer, the others must consent before the lawyer can act on the
instructions.

(b)

Explain the Extent of the Solicitor's Duties
(i)

The role of the solicitor is determined at the time of the retainer. The
solicitor must ensure that the client recognizes the distinction between the
estate trustee’s role and that of the solicitor.

(ii)

Solicitor must clearly articulate that the role of decision-making belongs to
the estate trustee and not the solicitor

(iii)

Communicate the estate trustee’s duty to personally perform all duties
requiring the exercise of discretion (McLellan Properties Ltd. v. Roberge,
[1947] 4 D.L.R. 641 (S.C.C.)).

(c)

Obtain information regarding the deceased
(i)

Where was the deceased domicile at the time of death?

(ii)

Was the deceased a US citizen or a green card holder? If yes, are US tax
filings up to date?

(d)
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(i)

Draw the family tree so as to determine relationships by marriage and by
blood/adoption

(ii)

Determine the deceased’s marital status at time of death, remembering that
a person may die with a legally married spouse and multiple common law
spouses

(iii)

Determine all unrelated persons in respect of whom the deceased may
have been paying support or owe an obligation of support [stepchildren for
example]

(iv)

Are any of the beneficiaries US citizens or green card holders? If so, are
the tax filings up to date?

(v)
(e)

Are any of the beneficiaries non-residents?

Obtain from the client
(i)

The original will and codicils

(ii)

The affidavit of execution

(iii)

Any letters of wishes or other precatory documents

(iv)

Death certificate or statement of death

(v)

All contracts/orders affecting the will: for example, separation agreements,
orders for support

(vi)

Names and addresses of beneficiaries

(vii)

Preliminary list of assets and liabilities

(viii) Obtain copies of income tax returns, bank statements, broker statements,
insurance policies, RRSP and RRIF certificates or statements, GIC
certificates or statements, stock and bond certificates and pension
information.
26741692.2
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(f)

Confirm that funeral arrangements have been made
(i)

There can be disputes with respect to funeral and burial, for instance, as to
whether the deceased should be buried or cremated

(ii)

Instructions in a will are usually worded as “wishes”

(iii)

The estate trustee has the duty to dispose of the body, and the right to
possess the body for that purpose

(iv)

The solicitor should advise the estate trustee of any special instructions
regarding donation of organs (if it is not too late to do so)

(v)

The estate has an obligation to dispose of the body in a “decent and
dignified fashion”.

(vi)

Religious law has no bearing – an estate trustee has the right to decide

(vii)

Express wishes as to the disposition are not enforceable by law, but can
be carried out if the estate trustee “so chooses”:
Saleh v. Reichert (1993), 50 E.T.R. 143 (Gen. Div.)4
Abeziz v. Harris [1992] O.J. No. 12715

4

Saleh v. Reichert case summary as follows:

Deceased was brought up Muslim, and died intestate (so this doesn’t directly address the Will clause
issue). Husband was appointed administrator.
Husband intended to have her body cremated in accordance with her expressed wishes.
 Deceased’s father brought action seeking to prevent cremation and to have body buried in accordance with
Muslim faith.
 Court: action was dismissed. Administrator of estate had the duty of disposing of the body and the right to
possess it for this purpose.
 Fundamental obligation is that the body be disposed of in a “decent and dignified fashion”. Either burial or
cremation would have met these criteria.
 The expressed wishes of a person as to the disposition of his or her body cannot be enforced in law.
Nevertheless, there is nothing to prevent an executor or administrator, on whom the duty falls to dispose of the
remains, from carrying out the deceased’s lawful wishes concerning the disposal of his or her body.
 Husband could dispose of the body by burial or cremation and could properly carry out the wishes expressed by
the deceased “if he so chose”.
5
Abeziz v. Harris Case Summary as Follows:
 The deceased was born Jewish, but was not practicing. He made a Will in which he expressed a wish to be
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(viii) Proper funeral expenses are payable out of the estate in priority to any
other charges. The amount must be reasonable under the circumstances.
Shelly’s Case (1693) 1 Salk. 296 (Eng. K.B.)6
(ix)

If someone other than the estate trustee has contracted with the funeral
home for the arrangements, the estate is to reimburse only for so much of
the cost as the estate trustee might reasonably have paid in the
circumstances. Note that if there is an issue about the solvency of the
estate regard must be had to the bankruptcy legislation on this point.

(g)

Confirm that family members and others with a proper interest in the estate have
been told about the death [i.e. in the case of multiple marriages confirm that
previous spouses/children have been informed as appropriate]

(h)

Identify those people familiar with the deceased’s business and private affairs
and in possession of other pertinent information [i.e. solicitor, accountant,
insurance broker]

(i)

Determine if there are any circumstances that prima facie may give rise to
constructive trust, unjust enrichment or quantum meruit claims

cremated, and appointing his friend as his executor. His mother sought to prevent the executor from cremating his
body.
 The mother argued that the Will was made under suspicious circumstances (the Court found no undue
influence)
 The Court said: “Quite clearly Ben chose his executrix in March and reconfirmed his choice in Aril; he also
reaffirmed his decision to be cremated. While it is true that a testator cannot force his executor to comply with his
wishes there is nothing to prevent a valid executor from carrying out a testator’s lawful wishes concerning the
disposal of the testator’s body.”
 Religious law had no bearing in this hearing. Executrix had right to decide as to burial/cremation.
6
Shelly’s Case – Case Summary as Follows:

Funeral expenses, said Sir Edward Coke, according to the degree and quality of the deceased, are to be allowed
of the goods of the deceased, before any debt or duty whatever. But an executor or administrator is not justified in
incurring such as are extravagant, even as it respects the legatees or next-of-kin entitled in distribution: 3 Inst. 202.
Nor, as against creditors, is he warranted in spending more than that which is absolutely necessary. In 1693, Lord
Holt said that no funeral expenses are allowed against a creditor, except for the coffin, ringing the bell and the fees
of the parson, clerk and bearers; but not for the pall or ornaments: Shelly's Case (1693), 1 Salk. 296 (Eng. K.B.).
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(j)

Determine if there is any concern that the deceased and/or the estate were
insolvent. If so, consider applicability of bankruptcy legislation and, in particular,
whether putative estate trustees wish to renounce their appointments.

(k)

Diarize the expiry of the executor’s year as the date of the first anniversary of the
death of the deceased

(l)

Solicitor should explain, as early as possible, what the estate trustee is “getting
into” and the potential issues and pitfalls. Ideally, the estate trustee should be
aware of their tasks, duties, and responsibilities before accepting the position of
Estate Trustee.

(m)

Before the client decides to act, they must consider if they disagree with any of
the terms of a will or want to challenge the will in some way. If so, they should
not be acting as personal representative.

(n)

Explain potential for conflicts – Does an Estate Trustee intend to challenge the
Will? If the spouse is appointed as (an) Estate Trustee, might he/she elect under
the FLA?

(o)

If the client has not already acted as estate trustee (acceptance), explain that
renunciation is possible:
(i)

An Estate Trustee with a Will derives his or her authority from the Will.

(ii)

The responsibility of the Estate Trustee with a Will commences when the
person acknowledges, by action in the role as estate trustee, that they will
act as estate trustee.

(iii)

An estate trustee may be able to renounce his or her office before a
Certificate of Appointment of Estate Trustee with a Will is issued without
formal process. After it is issued, the estate trustee may only resign in
accordance with the terms of the Will or by Court Order.

26741692.2
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(p)

Discuss the importance of complying information for assets, debts and tax
information.

(q)

Discuss the need to keep accurate accounting of all dealings with the deceased
accounts and keeping a record of all transactions being made. In many cases
recommending to the estate trustee to keep an excel spreadsheet of all in’s and
out’s when dealing with the estate funds.

(r)

Discuss immediate financial needs of surviving spouse, children, etc.

(s)

Discuss CPP death benefit and any pension survivor benefits.

(t)

Discuss opening of and listing of safety deposit box.

(u)

If there are multiple Wills discuss the difference between the Will to be probated
and the Will that would not be probated.

(v)

Discuss that if the Will needs to be probated that Estate Administration Tax
(“EAT”) would be payable at the time the application for a Certificate of
Appointment is made.

(w)

Discuss the requirement to file an Estate Information Return (“EIR”) in the event
that the Will (or if there are multiple Wills one of the Wills) needs to obtain a
Certificate of Appointment (also known as probate). Discuss the requirement that
such EIR needs to be filed within 90 days of the issuance of the Certificate of
Appointment.

(x)

Discuss the loss of graduated rates for testamentary trusts and the new “Graduated
Rate Estate (“GRE”) regime and taxation of “life interest trust”.

(y)

Where there are multiple trustees acting, solicitor should advise that, before
applying for probate, the different roles, tasks, and the sharing of compensation
should be decided, and an agreement between trustees should be signed up front.

26741692.2
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(z)

Review basis of solicitor’s fees. Confirm retainer with estate trustee(s) and obtain
required ID.

2.

Review of Will, Codicils and Affidavit of Execution
(a)

Consider whether wills and codicils contain any ambiguities or drafting errors. If
there are primary and secondary wills consider if the terms work together. If
estate trustees are different for each estate clarify retainer.
(i)

If errors or ambiguities discovered:


Consider advisability of a rectification application prior to probate
being applied for; and



Consider viability of claim against drafting solicitor.

Note

applicable limitation period and advise estate trustees of same.
(ii)

If ambiguity discovered considered whether an application for advice and
direction will be required.

(b)

Consider whether a Succession Law Reform Act7 dependant’s relief claim is likely
to ensue: advise estate trustees re:same and limitation periods re: same. Diarize
limitation periods.

Where named estate trustee may have a claim consider

referring out for independent legal advice.
(c)

Consider whether spouse will choose to elect under the Family Law Act section 6:
advise estate trustees re: law and limitation period. Where one estate trustee is
spouse consider referring out for independent legal advice

(d)

Consider whether any assets were held in joint tenancy by the deceased at death
but are properly the subject of a resulting trust pursuant to the Supreme Court of
Canada decisions in Pecore v. Pecore, [2007] 1 S.C.R. 795; Marsden Estate v.
Saylor, [2007] 1 S.C.R. 838. Assert claims as necessary.

7

R.S.O. 1990, c.S.26, as am.
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(e)

Consider whether any class gifts in the will and/or facts known about the
deceased and his/her family may require inquiries as to possible existence of
children or other issue of the deceased beyond those identified in first meeting
with client.

(f)

If there are multiple Wills, review if the executors of the both Wills are similar or
different and determine if there are any specific dispositive provisions or powers
of trustees that differ between the multiple Wills.

3.

Prepare and Deliver Letter to Estate Trustee
(a)

Outline estate trustees' duties and the fact that they do not necessarily have to
accept the role of estate trustee (see notes above).
(i)

Explain duty to account and necessary record keeping. Highlight that they
should retain all receipts and vouchers and be able to substantiate, with
details, all receipt and disbursements. Also, to keep accurate and detailed
records of any expenses.

(ii)

Explain that the inventory of assets should be as comprehensive and
accurate as possible for an efficient administration of the Estate. Highlight
that the date of death valuations need to be obtained in order to complete
the Certificate of Appointment.

(iii)

Estate trustees are also required to determine all liabilities of the estate and
arrange for payment.

(iv)

Advise re potential liability under the Environmental Protection Act8 in
respect of land that may come into their control as estate trustee.

(v)

Remind them that it is necessary for the estate trustee to secure and take
control over the assets once they are identified.

8

R.S.O. 1990, C.E. 19, as am.
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(vi)

Remind them to notify the appropriate government bodies of the
deceased’s death (CRA, Ministry of Health, MTO, Canada Service).

(vii)

Consider a including a separate document attached to the letter
highlighting the estate trustees duties during the administration of the
estate.

(b)

Outline your respective roles.
(i)

Be sure to expressly state any limitation on your retainer—for example
that you will not be providing any tax or investment advice.

(ii)

The role of the solicitor is determined at the time of the retainer, it
frequently includes the following responsibilities:


Read and interpret the will, advising the client executor of the
rights and obligations under the will, and at law, and offer
assistance where needed.



Prepare the application for a Certificate of Appointment of Estate
Trustee with or without a Will



Prepare documents for registration of securities



Arrange for real estate conveyances



Advertise for creditors and advise on the settlement of claims



Assist in preparation of accounts and appear on the passing of
accounts if necessary



Prepare releases by beneficiaries to release estate trustees from
liability



26741692.2
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(c)

Explain estate trustee compensation.


Subject to the will itself, section 61(5) of the Trustee Act allows
estate trustees “fair and reasonable compensation”



What is fair and reasonable?



Traditional approaches – the 5-factor approach and the tariff
approach.



The 5-factor approach was set out in Toronto General Trusts Corp.
v. Central Ontario Railway [1905], 6 O.W.R. 350 (Ont. H.C.), in
which the court held that 5 factors are to be considered:



(1)

The magnitude of the trust

(2)

Care and responsibility springing therefrom

(3)

The time occupied in performing duties

(4)

Skill and ability displayed

(5)

Success which has attended its administration

The tariff approach refers to guidelines adopted by Ontario Courts:
(1)

2.5% of capital amounts received and disbursed

(2)

2.5% of the revenue amounts received and paid out

(3)

2/5 of 1% of the total value of the estate for a care and
management fee where appropriate



Courts have said that the “fair and reasonable” criteria cannot be
ignored in favour of the simpler tariff.

26741692.2
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In Re Jeffery Estate (1990), 39 E.T.R. 173 (Ont Surr. Ct), at 179,
the Court set out the leading approach:
“…the audit judge should first test the compensation claims using
the “percentages” approach and then, as it were, cross-check or
confirm the mathematical result against the “five factors”
approach… Usually, counsel will, in argument, set out a factual
background against which the five factors can be brought to bear
on the case at hand. Additionally, the judge will consider whether
an extra allowance should be made for management, based on
special circumstances. The result of this testing process should
enable the judge to determine whether the claims are excessive or
not and, in the result, will enable the judge to make adjustments as
required.”
See also: Laing Estate v. Hines 1998 CanLii 6867 (On. C.A.)



An estate trustee cannot expect to receive compensation for
services or tasks that he or she does not perform. A solicitor, if
asked by the estate trustee, may perform work that falls within the
trustee’s role, and where this happens, the solicitor should advise
the trustee that he or she will render an account for those services
to the trustee personally. If the solicitor does estate trustee work
separate dockets should be kept for that work.
Rooney Estate v. Stewart Estate, 2007 CarswellOnt 6560 (Ont.
S.C.J.)9

9

Rooney Estate v. Stewart Estate Case Summary as Follows:
 Applicant sought an order requiring the estate solicitor to pass his accounts for work performed for the estate
trustee and to account for the estate assets that are/have been within his possession.

Deceased’s niece was appointed estate trustee. She retained a solicitor.

Estate was valued at $600K. After bequests of $120,000 were paid, the residue was left to the deceased’s
sister.
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Where the estate pays for work that the solicitor has performed on
behalf of the estate trustee, the estate trustee’s compensation is to
be correspondingly reduced
Rooney Estate v. Stewart Estate



Recommend that they keep docketed recording the dates and times
they spend dealing with estate matters and administration from the
outset. These records may not be needed but, if necessary, they
will have evidence of the work they have completed and the time
spent.


The sister died while the estate was being administered. Her daughter, Jane, is the trustee for that estate,
and brought this application.

Principal issue = legal fees and disbursements charged by solicitor.

The Rooney Estate objected to the fees charged to the Stewart Estate, and refused to execute a release
which it was asked to sign before receiving its cheque.

Simple estate. Estate Trustee delegated almost all tasks to the solicitor.

Solicitor charged the estate a total of $31,061.35 for legal fees, including a small disbursement account and
GST on the legal fees.
Court:

Trustee may claim compensation for carrying out these duties, and that compensation may include
reimbursement for charges for professional help. The Trustee cannot expect to receive compensation for services
performed by others whose services are charged to the estate. Must pay the accounts for services of others out of
her compensation.

Outlined solicitor’s roles. Solicitor is entitled to be paid for these legal services from the estate (apply for
certificate of appointment and to attend upon a passing of accounts). Solicitor’s client is the trustee, not the estate.

Not unusual for the solicitor to be asked to perform work which falls within the trustee’s role. The solicitor
should not perform trustee’s work unless instructed to do so by the trustee. If such a request is made, the solicitor
should advise the trustee that he will render an account to the trustee personally for doing her work.

A solicitor is not entitled to charge a solicitor’s rate for doing work that could have been done by the estate
trustee.

Here, the solicitor erred in charging the estate fees that were incurred in performing the trustee’s work.
Solicitor should have charged fees for estate trustee’s tasks to the estate trustee rather than to the estate.
The manner of sending the release first and the cheque later, suggests the “beneficiary was held hostage for the
release.”

Trustee was ordered to repay the estate the sum of $4,654.50 paid to the accountants, for which the solicitor
was entitled to bill the estate trustee personally.
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Reminded them that any compensation awarded is regarded for
income tax purposes as taxable income and must be declared in the
income tax return of the recipient for the year in which it is
received.

(d)

First, it is necessary to explain to an estate trustee client that they are personally
responsible to prepare estate accounts. Consequently, if they retain you to prepare
the estate accounts your fees for doing so are their personal responsibility. Often
these fees become a deduction from estate trustee compensation and so the estate
trustee is effectively reimbursed. However, in the event compensation is not
awarded then the estate trustee must pay these costs personally. See: Re Knight
Estate, [1999] O.J. No. 4825 (Sup. Ct.) It is wise to maintain separate dockets of
the time spent on the preparation of estate accounts.

(e)

Explain the executor’s year.

(f)

If the Will requires a Certificate of Appointment, explain the requirement to pay
EAT and how it is calculated. Remind them that such amount needs to be paid
when the application is being made.

(g)

Explain the concept under the Income Tax Act10 of the deemed disposition at
death and the obligation on the estate trustees to file tax returns. Be sure to
identify the risk of personal liability for the estate trustees if they do not pay the
appropriate taxes and fail to obtain clearance certificates. An explanation should
be provided of when the returns are due and to retain the appropriate accountant
to help with the returns depending on the complexity of the estate. Specialized
accountants may need to be retained (i.e. Canadian-US tax accountants).

(h)

Explain the new GRE regime. Specifically the designation of an estate as a GRE,
the 36 month graduated rate period and what happens after the first 36 months.
Advise the estate trustees that due to the complexities of the new GRE regime, it

10

R.S.C. 1985, c.1, as am.
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is more important than ever that the estate trustees consider the wide array of
applicable tax issues and more importantly, obtain appropriate, accurate tax
advice.
(i)

A section in the letter should include a discussion on “life interest trusts”, if
applicable, and the new tax rules that will apply to such trusts (i.e. the graduated
tax rate will no longer apply to subsequent trusts created under the Will such as a
spousal trust).

(j)

Explain that an estate trustee is required to file an EIR within 90 days of the
issuance of the Certificate of Appointment if the Will requires a Certificate of
Appointment. If the EIR is not filed within the 90 days of the issuance of the
Certificate of Appointment, there is no limit on the time the Ministry has to assess
or reassess the estate.
(i)

Explain that the estate trustee is now obligated to provide an inventory of
assets to the Ministry of Finance and to substantiate the value of the assets.
Therefore, it is recommended that they obtain and retain valuations and
appraisals of the assets of the estate.

(ii)

Explain that a substantial amount of details is to be disclosed in the form,
including the assessment roll number and PIN of any and all real estate
located in Ontario, the name and address of financial institutions where the
deceased held accounts, the name and address of the deceased’s stock
broker, and the VIN and HIN, make and model of all automobiles and
boats.

(iii)

Highlight that the Guide11 points out that “all property in which the
deceased had a beneficial interest, even of the deceased did not hold legal
title and legal title was held in another person’s name must be included.
This could include assets that are held jointly with another where the

11

http://www.forms.ssb.gov.on.ca/mbs/ssb/forms/ssbforms,nsf/GetFileAttach/9955E-2/$File/9955Guide.pdf
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intention is for the asset to form part of the estate. Estate Trustees will
need to obtain information with respect to joint accounts and property. If
the deceased left one Will (or no Will) the value of such assets may be
includable in the EAT calculations and reportable on the EIR.
(iv)

Explain that the Minister has four years from the date the EAT become
payable to assess or re-assess the estate EAT. The period remains open if
the Minister subsequently establishes that the estate trustee has failed to
comply with the requirements to file or has misrepresented the information
regarding the estate. Explain there is no process for a clearance certificate
to be issued, however, the Minister has indicated that the Ministry may
issue a “comfort letter” to the estate trustee once the CRA has issued its
tax clearance certificate.

(v)

Explain the penalties for failure to comply with the new EIR requirements
can be significant – fines of up to twice the amount of tax payable or
imprisonment of up to two years (or both) may be imposed.

(vi)

Clearly indicate in the letter who will be responsible for preparing and
filing the EIR (the estate trustee or you). If you decide to assist with the
filing of the EIR, clearly indicate that you will be relying on the inventory,
values and information provided by the estate trustee in preparing the EIR.

(vii)

They should be reminded of their obligation to file an amended EIR (and
pay the additional EAT) for additional assets found after the filing and to
correct errors in the EIR.

(k)

Explain the prudent investor rule pursuant to s. 27.1 of the Trustee Act12.

(l)

Consider whether to explain the even hand rule as it relates to capital and income
beneficiaries.

12

R.S.O. 1990, c.T.23, as am.
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(m)

Explain the estate trustee's fiduciary duty
(i)

The estate trustee is a fiduciary holding title to and control of estate
property for the exclusive benefit of the beneficiaries.

(ii)

Obligation of a trustee is to perform his or her tasks personally, with care,
and with the sole interests of the beneficiaries in mind.

(iii)

A trustee must carry out his tasks with due care and attention, as well as
honestly

(iv)

A trustee must not permit his own interest to conflict in any way with his
duty to the beneficiary whom he serves


Ontario Law Reform Commission Report on the Law of Trusts,
Vol. 1 (Toronto: Ministry of the Attorney General, 1984), p. 23

(v)

General rule: delegation of administrative duties is permissible; delegation
of decision-making duties is not


Haughton v. Haughton Estate (1995), 6 E.T.R. (2d) 221 (Ont.
C.A.)13

13

Haughton v. Haughton Estate Case Summary as Follows

Brother and sister – dispute over appraisal of deceased mother’s cottage
 Mother died in 1986, and her will divided estate equally between son and daughter, and appointed an executor
(neither of the children – 73 year old man with Parkinson’s).
 The daughter was to have first right to purchase the cottage, and if she refused, it was to be offered to her son.
Price to be fixed by an independent valuator chosen by my Trustee. Daughter had 3 months to signify intent to
purchase.
 Executor wanted to appraise cottage asap. Plaintiff called around for him and found 2 qualified appraisers. One
was available to do work.
 On executor’s request, daughter wrote to appraiser and appraised the cottage at $73,000. Appraiser sent the
executor a copy of the appraisal and the plaintiff met with the executor to discuss. They agreed that she should be
allowed to purchase the cottage for $66,000, and the agreement was later formalized. When the brother became
aware of the sale price, he objected and requested a further appraisal.
 Executor refused to proceed with the conveyance and later resigned as executor.
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Will may provide for exceptions



Trustee Act contains provisions permitting limited delegation
(s.20)



Common law exceptions to the rule against delegation, such as
where delegation is prudent for business reasons
Wagner v. Van Cleeff (1991) 5 O.R. (3d) 477 (Div. Ct.)14

 Plaintiff brought an action for specific performance of the agreement for the sale of the cottage. At trial, no other
appraisal was tendered in evidence, but the brother claimed it was valued at $188,000. The action was allowed, and
the brother appealed.
 Court of Appeal: 2/3 – appeal was allowed.
 Majority: Although executors can delegate administrative duties to others, they must personally carry out specific
decision-making duties imposed upon them under a will. The rule should be adhered to as strictly as possible where
a prospective delegate, as a result of being a beneficiary, has an interest in the outcome of the decision.
 Plaintiff intermeddled in the estate and became an “informal administratrix”. Gave instructions to the real estate
appraiser and to the British Columbia counsel for the estate, and then requested ratification from the executor. Her
brother stood to suffer an adverse result.
 There was never any doubt cast on the independence or the competence of the original appraiser, the method of
his selection was contrary to the provisions of the will, and the valuation could not stand.
 No liability resulting to the executor, who was elderly and very ill.
 Dissent: plaintiff did not choose the appraiser – he was the only one available. Plaintiff never met or spoke to the
appraiser. Wrote on behalf of the executor; letter was entirely factual and accurate; trial judge’s conclusions were
entirely justified and should not be reversed.
14
Wagner v. Van Cleeff Case Summary as Follows:
 Appellant was an Austrian resident who spoke no English, but came to Canada in 1985 to settle her sister’s
estate.
 She met the respondent through the Austrian embassy, and he introduced her to (and acted as translator with) the
solicitor, M. M signed a Power of Attorney allowing M to take steps on her behalf with respect to the estate (the
appellant was not appointed estate trustee).
 No will – M wrote to the appellant suggesting the appointment of the respondent as administrator.
 Once appointed, respondent executed powers of attorney to M giving M powers in excess of those authorized by
s. 20 of the Trustee Act.
 M then absconded after misappropriating $215,000 – the bulk of the appellant’s sister’s estate.
 Appellant brought proceedings against respondent alleging that he had improperly discharged his duties as
administrator by selecting M as solicitor, by delegating all his duties as administrator to M and by failing to
supervise M.
 Action dismissed at first instance – held that the respondent never assumed the duties of administrator, and if he
had, he should be relieved from all liability by s. 35 of the Trustee Act because he had acted honestly and
reasonably. Appellant appealed.
 Appeal allowed.
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(vi)

The general rule is that if a trustee breaches his or her fiduciary duty, he or
she will be liable to the beneficiaries for any losses that occur as a result.
Trusts & Guarantee Co. v. Brenner [1933] S.C.R. 656

(vii)

BUT: Section 35 of the Trustee Act provides that the court has the
discretion to relieve trustees of liability where the court finds he or she
acted “honestly and reasonably and ought fairly to be excused”

(viii) The Estate Trustee is personally liable for debts of the deceased or the
estate up to the value of the estate assets that are distributed, so ensure that
all debts are paid before distribution
(n)

Discuss the concept of obtaining a Clearance Certificate from CRA with respect
to income tax liability before making the final distribution of property. Explain
that the certificate certifies that all taxes, interest, penalties and other amounts
payable by the deceased and the deceased’s estate have been paid or security for
the payment thereof has been accepted by the CRA.

(o)

Explain the concept of passing of estate accounts and the difference between a
formal passing of accounts vs informal passing of accounts, therefore,
highlighting the importance of keeping accurate bookkeeping records and
accounting.

 Respondent had assumed the duty to administer the estate. Letters of administration were issued to him.
 The general rule is that an administrator must personally perform all the duties of the office requiring the exercise
of his discretion. However, as an exception to this rule, an administrator is permitted to select agents to perform
certain tasks where it would be regarded as prudent for a person in the ordinary course of business to delegate the
performance of these duties. [McLellan Properties Ltd. v. Roberge [1947] S.C.R. 561]
 Standard = that of a person of ordinary prudence in the management of his own affairs.
 The trustee was in breach of his duty in delegating all his duties to M and then failing to supervise any aspect of
M’s activities.
 Could not be excused by s. 35 on the grounds that he acted honestly and reasonably and ought fairly to be
excused. Although he acted honestly, his actions were not reasonable. Ignorance of an administrator’s duties does
not make a defaulting trustee’s actions reasonable, nor does complete reliance on others, including a solicitor. By
failing to assume any direct responsibility for the administration of the estate, the respondent had not met even the
minimal standard of care for a gratuitous trustee.
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(p)

Consider including with the letter an Action Plan which outlines who between the
estate trustee and you will be responsible for what tasks related to the
administration of the estate.

4.

Determine Estate Assets and Liabilities
(a)

An estate trustee must “as soon as possible acquaint him/herself with the nature
and circumstances of the trust property and look into documents and papers to
ascertain the condition of the estate”.
Underhill’s Law Relating to Trusts & Trustees, 14th ed (1987), p. 408

(b)

Estate trustees are obligated to undertake an inventory of the estate as part of their
fiduciary duties, and must be careful about the extent to which they delegate this
function.
Clemmens v. Lamothe 2007 CarswellOnt 3328 (S.C.J.)15

(c)

The estate trustee should keep an itemized list of the assets to assist in completing
the application for a certificate of appointment of estate trustee as well. The
inventory also forms the basis of future preparation of the accounts and for the
completion of the income tax returns.

15

Clemmens v. Lamothe Case Summary as Follows:

Deceased was intestate, had two ex-wives and left behind a common law spouse (Clemmens).

Deceased had children from both marriages, who were to take equally under the intestacy.

Clemmens alleged she had a right to a life interest in the deceased’s house, under a domestic contract. While
this issue was being settled, the deceased was permitted to remain in the house.

estate trustees: the second wife, and a daughter from his first marriage (Lamothe). The daughter and Clemmens
did not get along, and the police had to attend at the house the day after the deceased’s death because of a
confrontation between them.
 The estate trustees wished to conduct an inventory of the estate, and to do so, wished to attend at the house
where Clemmens was living. Clemmens objected.
 Court: The estate trustees are obliged to undertake a full inventory of the estate. It is a clear obligation that they
take such an inventory as part of their fiduciary duties in administering the estate. The two estate trustees are bound
to do this together and unless they agree, one cannot perform this function by herself. Ms. Lamothe does not agree
that she be excluded from this procedure.
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(d)

Consider providing a questionnaire to the estate trustee to help them collect the
necessary information.

(e)

All assets should be listed in order to ensure they have all been dealt with,
including those assets that are jointly owned, and those which pass by way of
contract or beneficiary designation.

Use separate columns or categories to

distinguish the value for probate purposes from the value of those passing by right
of survivorship.
(f)

If you were not the solicitor who prepared the will, consider contacting the
drafting solicitor, who may have asset information for the deceased.

(g)

Identify the deceased’s private and business interests
(i)

Ascertain that all assets are insured as appropriate


includes cars, boats, jewellery, real estate, recreational vehicles,
household contents [Consider whether vacancy riders are required
for real estate]

(ii)

Consider what other steps are necessary to protect estate assets and take
those steps


Arrange for vacant real estate to be supervised;
(1)

ensure that any potential traps on property [such as pools]
are appropriately secured

(2)

Have regard to the potential for use of the property for
illegal purposes [i.e. grow ops]

(h)

Obtain from the deceased’s residence or place of business and move to a place of
safekeeping in the control of the Estate Trustee :
(i)
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(i)

(ii)

Credit cards [these should be cancelled]

(iii)

Mortgages and Deeds

(iv)

Insurance policies

(v)

Jewellery and other valuables

(vi)

Passport and other identity papers and/or proof of citizenship

(vii)

Any other business or personal records of a sensitive nature

Contact all financial institutions where the deceased held cash or securities and
notify them of the death

(j)

(i)

Make inquiries about other assets owned at death

(ii)

Determine location of safety deposit boxes

Identify and compile a list of all the deceased’s digital assets
(i)

Include digital assets which cannot be given away but do need accounts
shut down

(ii)

Ensure collection of the physical digital assets (computers, USB drives,
external hard drives etc.) to secure the information

(k)

Where deceased owned or had an interest in a private business take steps
immediately to ensure business continuity and appropriate management
(i)

Determine the ownership structure of the business [inspect minute books;
obtain copies of relevant shareholders’ agreements; obtain copies of key
man insurance policies, if any]

(ii)

In the case of the sudden death of a professional [lawyer, accountant,
doctor, dentist, chiropractor etc.] consider consulting with licensing body
to ensure that appropriate steps are taken with respect to the deceased’s
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clients and their affairs. In the case of a lawyer pay particular attention to
the trust accounts controlled by the lawyer.
(l)

Prepare or Obtain Valuations and Inventory of Assets
(i)

List contents of safety deposit boxes and arrange for safeguarding of
valuables

(ii)

Determine cash and securities on deposit and list all stock certificates in
the hands of the deceased at date of death [Contact stock transfer agents in
respect of missing stock certificates thought to be in possession of
deceased at death to determine process for replacement]

(iii)

Determine pension benefits due under Federal, Provincial and private
plans. If the deceased resided in another country during their lifetime
determine whether they have any pension entitlements in those
jurisdictions.

(iv)

Determine particulars of insurance policies including face value, terms,
and beneficiaries. [Be sure to compare particulars to all contractual
requirements for the maintenance of insurance policies in any separation
or shareholder agreements.]


Obtain details of all group and personal life insurance held through
employment and/or credit cards

(v)
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(vi)

Real estate:


Inspect and obtain valuations of real estate
(1)

Consider and obtain instructions as to whether to obtain
letters of opinion from real estate agents or appraisals from
certified appraisers

(2)

Include recreational properties, farm properties, apartments
and commercial buildings owned by the deceased

(3)

Check currency of mortgages, taxes

(4)

Arrange for continuing supervision and collection of all
rents



Itemize all mortgage investments and arrange for future collection
of payments

(vii)

Obtain valuations of all private company shares held by the deceased


Consider if Chartered Business Valuator should be retained;



Determine if shareholders agreements dictate value at death or the
process for valuation.

(viii) Consider what other property deceased may own or have an interest in:
trusts, estates, choses in action, intellectual property [blogs, music, literary
assets]
(m)

Preparation of List and Settlement of Liabilities
(i)

Debts and Liabilities
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S. 53 of the Trustee Act provides that where an estate trustee has
given notice, he or she may distribute the assets in the estate at the
expiration of the time specified in the notice or the last of such
notices for sending in claims against the estate. The estate trustee
is not liable for any person’s claim that has not been received at the
time of distribution.



Advise estate trustee that they should publish an proper
advertisement for creditor’s claims before paying any debts or
legacies or distributing any portions of residue.



Advertise for creditors as soon as possible after death. If a claim is
received, the estate trustee ought not to proceed to pay the legatees
without making due provision for all legitimate claims of which
notice has been received



Advertising for creditors does not extinguish the debt, and
creditors may “follow the proceeds of the trust estate, or assets, or
any part thereof into the hands of persons who have received
same”. Trustee Act, s. 53(2)



Also, no controlling authority as to what trumps:

s.53 of the

Trustee Act or the Limitations Act, two year period.

Precedent Language from LSUC and Trustee Act:
Notice to Creditors and Others
All claims against the estate of _______________, late of the City of
_____________, in the County of _______________, who died on or
about the ____ day of ______, _____, must be filed with the undersigned
not later than _____________________. Thereafter, the undersigned will
distribute the assets of the estate having regard only to the claims then
filed.
DATED this ____ day of _____, ________.
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FRANK DOE, 111 Main Street, _________, Ontario, by his lawyers,
________, 89 Back Street, _________, Ontario, POSTAL



Should publish the ad in the locality in which the deceased lived or
carried on a business at the date of death, and where the deceased
is a business person, place notice in the Ontario Gazette as well. 3
inserts and a month’s notice should be given from the first
publication and the time fixed for distribution. Custom is once a
week for three successive weeks.



If deceased was intestate, no distribution can be made within the
year following death unless the estate trustee has advertised for
creditors (Estates Administration Act, s.26)



Judgment rendered on July 7, 2017, in the Estate of Corrol Allen
Dale, Justice Conway held that a Notice to Creditors posted on
noticeconnect.com was sufficient to grant a trustee protection from
personal liability under section 53(1) of the Trustee Act. The fee
for posting a Notice to Creditors online with Notice Connect is
$130, providing estate trustees with an additional, and in many
cases less expensive, means of protecting themselves against
personal liability with respect to creditors of an estate.



In any event, if an estate trustee decides not to advertise for
creditors, it is prudent for the solicitor to obtain a written direction
from the estate trustee confirming instructions not to advertise for
creditors



Consider all claims or possible claims arising from circumstances
[dependant’s relief, spousal election, separation agreement terms,
existing litigation]
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Consider whether the circumstances of the deceased make it
advisable to search for executions



Determine all outstanding liabilities in respect of credit cards and
lines of credit or other personal loans [car loans etc.]



As funds become available discharge liabilities. Be sure to have
regard to the principles of the relevant fraudulent conveyances
legislation and, as noted above, where the estate may be insolvent
have regard to the bankruptcy legislation before making any
payments.



Taxes:
(1)

Determine any outstanding income tax liabilities: diarize
deadline for the Terminal tax return

(2)

Calculate tax payable pursuant to the Estate Administration
Tax Act, 199816
a.

compare numbers used to terminal return to insure
any difference explicable

(3)

Where there were active business interests consider
obtaining post-mortem tax planning advice to achieve the
reduction of taxes. Consider whether such tax planning
must occur before the Terminal tax return is due.

(4)

Consider whether the capital loss carry back rules have any
application in respect of capital losses sustained by the
estate

16

S.O. 1998, c.34, Sched., as am.
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(5)

Consider whether charitable bequests can be honoured by
way of transfer of a qualifying security

(6)

Consider whether a gift to charity meets the rules in the
Income Tax Act so as to be considered a gift made in the
year of death

(7)

Consider whether a Rights and Things Return pursuant to
the Income Tax Act should be filed: diarize date for same

(8)

Consider whether any tax filings are required in relation to
non-resident beneficiaries
a.

Consider the advisability of getting expert advice
related to tax treaties and the calculation of tax

(9)

Determine if the deceased’s citizenship, residency during
any period of their adulthood, or ownership of foreign
assets obligates the estate to make any foreign tax filings.
Obtain local advice as necessary.

(10)

Advise client re: seeking and obtaining clearance
certificates under the Income Tax Act to date of death and
for the estate

(11)

Prepare and file the necessary Terminal, Rights and Things
and ongoing tax returns for the estate until wound up

(n)

If dealing with multiple Wills consider how to organize the assets and liabilities
under both Wills.
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5.

Application for Certificate of Estate Trustee
This is ordinarily not completed until the detailed inventory of the estate assets
and liabilities is prepared and valuations obtained. If there is a risk of a will
challenge, the putative estate trustees should not pay any money out of the estate
until the Certificate of Estate Trustee is obtained.
(a)

Prepare necessary application pursuant to the Rules of Civil Procedure
(i)

Ensure that the Children’s Lawyer and/or Public Guardian and Trustee are
served as necessary

(ii)

Determine the tax owing under the Estate Administration Tax Act, 1998
and remit same or provide required undertaking

(iii)

Ensure that service is effected on beneficiaries as required by the Rules of
Civil Procedure.

(b)

If necessary, locate witnesses to execution of testamentary documents and obtain
necessary affidavit of execution.

(c)

If dealing with multiple Wills, be clear as to what assets are being included in the
Wills that is obtaining the Certificate of Appointment and which assets are being
excluded.

6.

Realization and Distribution
(a)

Cash/Stocks/Bonds etc.
(i)

Close out bank and investment firm accounts and open estate accounts as
necessary

(ii)

Register securities in the names of the estate trustees

(iii)

Confirm advice to estate trustees about the requirements of the prudent
investor rule pursuant to section 27.1 of the Trustee Act. Have the estate
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trustees seek expert investment and tax advice as necessary and have them
record that advice
(b)

Real Estate and Mortgages
(i)

As required, convey or sell residence and other real estate. Consider tax
consequences of all sales and arrange expert advice as necessary

(c)

Insurance and Annuities
(i)

Complete necessary claim forms and provide to the relevant insurer with
all required supporting documentation

(d)

Personal household goods and possessions
(i)

Arrange for safeguarding of all items to be transferred in specie

(ii)

Arrange for sale at auction or disposal as appropriate of all other personal
belongings

(iii)

If the deceased had firearms consult with local police authorities before
moving them about proper method of transport and/or transfer or disposal.
DO NOT transport before discussion.

(e)

(f)
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(iii)
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(i)

Consider whether all limitation periods have passed and, if they have not,
whether an interim distribution is possible in light of the amounts in issue
relative to the total value of the estate

(ii)

Consider whether a holdback fund is required to deal with tax or other
contingencies

(iii)

Prepare an interim accounting and provide it and the proposed interim
distribution schedule to the beneficiaries for comment. [Note: consider
which beneficiaries should receive this in light of their respective interests.
For example, legatees who are to receive their legacies may not need to
receive the complete accounts.]

(iv)

Prepare releases for beneficiaries who are sui juris, arrange for their
execution and make interim distributions.

(See the notes below

concerning common pitfalls with receipts.) Consider whether a formal
passing of accounts should be pursued if there are minor, unborn, or
mentally incompetent beneficiaries.
(g)

Some Common Pitfalls When Making Distributions
(i)

Ademption


Ademption occurs when the property specifically bequeathed no
longer exists at the date of death. When the gift has adeemed, the
beneficiary receives nothing.



The terms of the will may avoid this result where, for example, the
testator stipulates the gift or property in substitution.



McDougald Estate v. Gooderham [2005] O.J. No. 2432 (Ont. CA):
Justice Gillese says “Wills often contain bequests, which are
directions that specific items of property are to be given to named
recipients upon the testator’s death. Sometimes the specified item
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cannot be found among the testator’s assets at the time of death.
This can happen because the item is lost, destroyed, sold or given
away before the testator dies. At common law, in such a situation,
the bequest is held to have adeemed and the gift fails. If there are
proceeds from the disposition of the item of property, the proceeds
fall into residue and are distributed accordingly. The proceeds are
not given to the named beneficiary.


Section 36(1) of the Substitute Decisions Act, 1992 alters the
common law relating to ademption.



Applies where property that is the subject of a specific bequest in
the will of an incapable person has been disposed of by that
person’s attorney pursuant to the authority under a Continuing
Power of Attorney for Property.



Where this rule applies, the intended beneficiary will be entitled
(absent a contrary intention in the will) to receive the equivalent of
a corresponding right in the proceeds of the disposition of the
property, without interest, from the residue of the estate.

(ii)

Abatement


When the estate is solvent but insufficient to pay all the bequests,
the estate trustee is obligated to determine contesting claims
between the beneficiaries. Thus some or all of the gifts may have
to abate.



Absent a contrary intention in the will, the order of abatement
depends on the nature of the legacy or abatement. If the residue is
insufficient to satisfy legacies, general legacies abate pro rata,
followed by specific and demonstrative legacies, then devises.
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The general rule is that all general legacies abate rateably. In order
to establish a different priority there must be an indication that the
testator considered the possibility that the assets may be deficient
and provided for the order of payment in that event.

(h)

Receipts/Releases
(i)

It is common practice to require a release from the intended legatee prior
to payment.

(i)

If not, a receipt in the form of a cancelled cheques or otherwise that evidences
proof of full payment ought to be sufficient protection for the estate trustee.

(j)

However, if (for example, as a result of abatement) the amount of the cash legacy
to be paid is less than the amount set out in the will, a release is preferable, as it is
conceivable that the legatee will allege either that:
(i)

The particular legacy ought not to have been subject to abatement
according to application of proper legal principles; or

(ii)

But for the estate trustees unreasonable acts or omissions, there would
have been no abatement or the amount of the abatement would have been
smaller.

(k)

Where a beneficiary is to receive specific assets, it is advisable to ask the
beneficiary for an acknowledgement that the asset in the will is the asset the estate
trustee intends to convey.

(l)

Advise the estate trustee that he or she is not discharged by paying the legacy to a
minor, unless the will provides that the minor’s receipt shall be a sufficient
discharge.

(m)
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(n)

The Courts have held it is improper to hold up payment to a beneficiary until the
beneficiary signs a release Ontario cases (Brighter v Brighter; Rooney Estate v.
Stewart Estate (See previous notes)).

(o)

Courts are highly critical of requiring receipts, as it is akin to holding a
beneficiary hostage “in order to extort from a beneficiary an approval or release
of the executor’s performance of duties as trustee, or the executor’s compensation
or fee.”

7.

Prepare Final Report to Estate Trustee
(a)

Include estate accounts, original releases [retain notarial copies], and all income
tax returns and notices of assessment if not already delivered to the estate trustees

(b)

Summarize what legal services were covered by the retainer and what legal
services were not included (i.e. specific tax advice, filing EIR, obtaining clearance
certificate).

(c)
8.

Confirm the termination of your retainer
An Additional Cautionary Note on Solicitors’ Fees

Many estate trustees assume that all legal fees incurred by them are properly
chargeable to the estate. This is not the case and it is important for any solicitor acting for an
estate trustee to make this clear in the initial retainer letter sent to the client.
It is important to explain to an estate trustee that amounts incurred to address
beneficiaries’ concerns about the conduct of the estate trustee in the administration of the estate
are ordinarily payable personally by the estate trustee unless payment is consented to by the
beneficiaries or there is an order made for reimbursement of the fees after the conduct has been
examined on a passing of accounts or other court application. See DeLorenzo v. Beresh, 2010
ONSC 5655, [2010] O.J. No. 4637 (Sup. Ct.); Re McDougall Estate, 2011 CarswellOnt 6849,
2011 ONSC 4189 (Sup. Ct.).; and Gelcer v. Tamari, 2011 CarswellOnt 6079, 2011 ONSC 3498
(Sup. Ct.) If the retained solicitor is not prepared to wait for payment where such a dispute arises
it is necessary to make clear to the estate trustee client that they must pay the fees in the first
instance and await reimbursement. Moreover, the wise solicitor will make it clear that where the
estate trustee is, in fact, defending their own interest in the estate the full reimbursement of the
legal costs may not be approved by the court. See: Hosein v, Hosein [2010] O.J. No. 2261 (Sup.
Ct.). See also: Salter v. Salter Estate 2009 CarswellOnt 3175 (Sup. Ct.).
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